is the expected skewness of all the co-144 expression correlation coefficients in j-th template distribution shape; is the observed 145 kurtosis of all the co-expression correlation coefficients from the i-th gene; is the 146 expected kurtosis of all the co-expression correlation coefficients in j-th template distribution 147 shape.
148
Using linear mapping, distances were transformed into similarities ( ) of a given gene , 149
to belong to each of the template distribution shape as follows:
Where and are the minimum and maximum , respectively.
Finally, similarities were transformed to probabilities ( ) of a given gene to belong to each , 153 template distribution shape so that the sum of all probabilities for a given gene added to one:
155
A gene was assigned to the j-th distribution template shape if its was the largest , 156 across all j's. The analyses were implemented using shell scripts to manipulate the data and our 157 own programs in FORTRAN for the fast computation and assignment of within-gene co-158 expression distributions to template shapes. Scripts and source code are available from the 159 corresponding author upon request.
(2)
(3) To gain insight into the biological drivers of gene co-expression distribution, genes 164 were categorized according to their reported biological relevance (e.g.; DE, transcription 165 factors/regulators). A hypergeometric test was applied to identify enriched or depleted 166 categories in each shape, using the function "phyper" in the R environment [7] . Therefore, we 167 compared the within-shape proportion of genes in a given category to the proportion of overall 
Co-expression distribution in datasets with contrasting phenotypes 290
Considering co-expression distribution at gene-level, the proportion of genes falling in 291 each distribution shape considering the two cattle datasets with contrasting phenotypes can be genes falling in each distribution shape and the significance of enrichment analysis can be 300 found in S1 Table. 301
Similarly, the results using the cattle puberty dataset showed an over-representation of behaviour, one can gain insight into the molecular dynamics behind the phenotype regulation.
344
In general, genes changing behaviour between conditions might be DE genes that fail 345 the significance threshold in the differential expression analysis. They can also be genes that, 346 although not differentially expressed between conditions, play different roles depending on the 347 overall gene expression pattern, a feature already widely explored using differential 
Relationship between gene degree and distribution shapes 430
Because genes that are expected to be highly connected to others (such and REG and 431 TE) appear enriched in non-null distributions, we explored the relationship between number 432 of significant correlations and distributions shapes. We started with the premise that in a co-expression network, different genes present 468 different co-expression distributions and can be grouped according to those. Indeed, 469 considering the five vastly different datasets we analyzed, genes were assigned consistently to Indeed, across the five datasets analyzed, no gene was allocated to Shape 5.
479
In conclusion, the results highlight that the distribution shape of correlation coefficients 480 can be used as a novel metric to prioritise genes of functional importance and to further explore 481 topological characteristics of gene networks. By considering that highly connected genes will 482 be assigned to particular distribution shapes according to the experimental design underlying 483 the gene co-expression networks, regulatory genes can even be identified in datasets that do 484 not represent physiological contrasts or time series. 
( 
Shape 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
(1) (1) (1) (1)
Shape 6 0 0 0 0 0 0
